
Engine oil cans indicated oil grade (Quality) and viscosity for choosing oils 
to suitable for a car model and purpose of use. Engine oil quality and 　　
　　　　　　　　　　　　viscosity is specified in international standards. 
　　　　　　　　　　　　0W-20 oil is the commonly which is relatively 
　　　　　　　　　　　　soft and low-viscosity.
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AKT JAPAN CO.,LTD.
3-586 Sanikusu.21.A 4F ,Miyahara-cho, Kita-ku,
Saitama City, Saitama Pref. 331-0812 , JAPAN

E-mail. info@takumi-motoroil.co.jp
TEL.048-871-8874 FAX.03-6869-0499
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What is HIVI base oils technology ?

Engine oil specifications

Viscosity indication

Grade (Quality) indication

The manufactur ing process of TAKUMI base oi ls is di f fer from 
conventional type base oils, That is the high quality base oils,advanced 
hydrogen decomposition and purification. The difference is low impurities, 
dramatically reduced mixing of sulfur content , nitrogen content, 
unsaturated hydrocarbon. As a result, rapidly 
improve the basic performance including oxidation 
stability. 
Our factory certified ISO9001/ISO14001 and JIS 
(Japanese Industrial Standards), That means it is 
high-reliability and quality control that we are 
proud of.

SAE (United states Society of Automotive Engi
neers)standards 

the lower number are 
suitable for cold weather 
(not hardening in low temperature)

the higher number are suitable 
for hot weather 

(also keeping viscosity in high temperature) 

stands for "winter"

 (American Petroleum Institute)

Mark indicating that the ILSAC, API
test has been passed

For gasoline cars For gasoline carsFor diesel cars

(The International Lubricant
Standards Association )
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